Left inferior parietal dominance in gesture imitation: an fMRI study.
The inability to imitate gestures is an essential feature of apraxia. However, discrepancies exist between clinical studies in apraxic patients and neuroimaging findings on imitation. We therefore aimed to investigate: (1) which areas are recruited during imitation under conditions similar to clinical tests for apraxic deficits; (2) whether there are common lateralized areas subserving imitation irrespective of the acting limb side; and also (3) whether there are differences between hand and finger gestures. We used fMRI in 12 healthy, right handed subjects to investigate the imitation of four types of variable gestures that were presented by video clips (16 different finger and 16 different hand gestures with either the right or the left arm). The respective control conditions consisted of stereotyped gestures (only two gestures presented in pseudorandom order). Subtraction analysis of each type of gesture imitation (variable>stereotyped) revealed a bilateral activation pattern including the inferior parietal cortex Brodmann Area (BA 40), the superior parietal cortex, the inferior frontal cortex (opercular region), the prefrontal motor cortex, the lateral occipito-temporal junction, and the cerebellum. These results were supported by statistical conjunction of all four subtraction analyses and by the common analysis of all four types of gesture imitation. The direct comparison of the right and left hemispheric activation revealed a lateralization to the left only of the inferior parietal cortex. Comparisons between different types of gesture imitation yielded no significant results. In conclusion, gesture imitation recruits bilateral fronto-parietal regions, with significant lateralization of only one area, namely the left inferior parietal cortex. These in vivo data indicate left inferior parietal dominance for gesture imitation in right handers, confirming lesion-based theories of apraxia.